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Prez’s Corner – Mark Chomyn
It’s that time of year when football fans suffer post-Super Bowl depression. Fo
favorite sport goes off season you may feel a little down in the dumps and wis
Or, spend a lot of time watching last season’s highlights replayed on ESPN o
channels. But we free flight enthusiasts who live in southern California are luc
that allows us to pursue our sport/hobby year-round.

In a sense, our hobby is not only a sport but is also an activity that provides u
and mental therapeutic benefit. Ever notice how you seem to lose some tens
to the field to fly? Doesn’t that chase after a max flight seem like a pleasant s
the plow-in of the mulch piles)? And doesn’t it pick up the pulse rate a little w
field with a new build and watch it fly rock steady right off-the-board? I can’t im
without the ability to build and fly free flight model planes.

So, if you are looking for an excuse to go out and fly and experience the grea
hobby/sport, don’t pass up the Orbiteers February outdoor monthly on Februa
be coupe, glider and power. For those who like a good road trip there’s also t
Eloy AZ. Unfortunately, per the NFFS calendar, it’s on the same day (Feb 21
monthly so for some of us we’ll need to decide which event we want to attend

For myself, after having a mild bout with COVID-19, I can’t wait to get out and
round of the vaccine on February 10th and will get my second round on Marc
completing the vaccinations I’ll be good to go and back out on the field in Mar
and get a new old time/nostalgia plane done for the March contest. The Miss
fly is looking a little tired and I need a reason to get that increased pulse rate
above. In the spirit of building something different I’ve got a Scientific Yellow
the plan and parts from and avoid cutting up the original kit. See you in March

Last month I mentioned that I was building an old
Guillows profile model (Stormavik) and included a
picture of the project in progress. Well, I finished the
build as shown and I have to admit that: 1.) It looks a lot
smaller than it did when I was 10 years old in 1959, 2.)
It looks a lot better than the plane I built in 1959 and 3.)
it will get flights of 10-15 seconds (about 10-15 seconds
more than I got in 1959) on 300-400 hand winds of the
six-inch long 3/32” Tan Super Sport rubber. Substituting
a gray 4-3/4” Peck Polymers for the red Guillows prop
really helps. Of course, knowing what a CG is and what
it means in balancing a plane (didn’t know that in 1959)
also doesn’t hurt. It was a lot of fun to get that nostalgic
feeling with this simple build.
Oh, by the way, it is February and that means
Valentine’s Day. So, don’t forget your significant other.
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(Prez’s Column from previous page) Especially if they accompany you to the field for moral
support and know how to handle a stopwatch.
Stay Healthy
Mark

Flight Reservation Systems decide whether or not you exist. If your information isn’t in their database, then
you simply don’t get to go anywhere. - Arthur Miller
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Building with Permanent Magnets on a Metal Building Board
By Mike Jester

Building balsa wood frames for model airplanes using magnets is a
Jerry Sullivan of the Scale Staffel FAC club in San Diego singing its praise
A rectangular piece of sheet metal serves as the building board. The plan
laid over the top of the sheet metal. Then the plan is covered with transluc
paper. This paper has sufficient transparency to allow you to see the lines
sticks, ribs, formers, etc. are held in position over the plan using magnets.
these pieces before they are secured to the metal sheet with magnets, or
aligned on top of the plan. This method of building balsa wood aircraft fram
easier than the traditional technique of using a foam board and inserting p
wood pieces.

Coupe (F1G) Fuselage Side Under Construction on Metal Building

Pins should never be stuck through balsa parts as this will weaken them.
the pins against the balsa parts as shown in the photo below. However, t
and weaken the same. Some people pin balsa scraps against the framew
extra step. Most people use straight pins. Others use pins with specially s
holders. I have a pin phobia. I don’t relish being stuck in the finger with a p

Straight Pins Leaning Against Triangular Stick-Built Balsa W
n old idea. I remember
s to me many years ago.
for the model airplane is

ent non-stick parchment
on the plan. The balsa
Glue can be applied to

after they have been
es is much quicker and

ins to hold the balsa

Board Using Magnets

The alternative is to lean
his can crease soft balsa
ork but this is a tedious
haped cylindrical plastic
in.

ood Fuselage



You can buy a piece of sheet metal from HOME DEPOT or LOWE’S and cut it to the
desired size. However, the sheet metal will end up with very sharp corners that need to be filed
smooth. Cutting the sheet metal with tin snips can add curvature to the metal sheet, which then
needs to be hammered out. You can also purchase suitable rectangular permanent magnets that
measure 1 x ¾ x 3/16 inches like those pictured below. These magnets are also relatively
expensive when purchased from a hardware store.

You can save time and money by purchasing the Magna- Board™ system from Easy Built
Models. I recommend the larger size sheet metal board that measures 13 ½ inches x 32 inches.
The sheet metal board is very flat and comes with nice beveled corners and smooth edges. Since
the rectangular piece of sheet metal is flexible, you need to support it on a rigid flat surface. A
thick piece of particle board will typically be very flat and can be used if your work bench or
building table has a sagging curved surface. An added benefit of building with rectangular
magnets is that you can stand them on their edges and they will hold fuselage sides, ribs, etc.
perfectly vertical as shown in the picture below.

Rectangular Magnets Holding Wing Ribs Vertical

Don’t cover the plan with clear plastic wrap as cyanoacrylate (CA) glue will strongly adhere
to the same. Parchment paper has a Teflon coating or similar material that greatly lessens the
ability of CA, Duco cement, Ambroid cement, white glue, etc. to stick to the same.

If you want to avoid the dreaded “banana boat” when building a mid-size or large box
fuselage you may want to use some laser-cut plywood jigs. The picture below shows jigs of this
type sold by Bob Holman being used to build a fuselage that is straight and square. While the jigs
in this picture are bolted to a thick non-metallic building board, similar jigs are available from Retro
RC Models that are configured to receive permanent magnets that hold the jigs on a metal building
board.



Plywood Jigs Being Used to Build a Straight and Square Box Fuselage

Building a fuselage with a round or oval cross-section, such as the fuselage of a scale WWII
fighter, is a more complicated process. There are various methods for doing this, such as the keel
method. Techniques for building non-square fuselages are beyond the scope of this article.

If you try building your balsa wood model airplanes with magnets on a piece of sheet metal,
you will surely give up building your models using pins and a foam building board.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- In Memorial -

Don Brent

1941 - 2021

Born, October 15, 1941; attended Helix High School and San Diego State University.







From: Roy Smith <aeronut@kos.net>
Date: Feb 17, 2021 5:02 AM
Subject: A Postal P30 Contest
To:
Cc:

Hi everyone,

A friend of many of us, Jim Moseley, is suggesting that - if there is enough interest - he will run a postal
contest for P30s in 2021/2022. here is what he has suggested so far:-

P30 Postal, anyone ?

With the widespread popularity of P30s I am wondering if there is interest and likely support for a Postal
event for such and I ask your thoughts and opinions.

Balsa airframes, commercially available f/w props, no auto surfaces, 10g motor, etc. 2:00 Maximum, if
three such achieved then ongoing 2:30 flyoff flights until that time not achieved.
Models to be flown any time within a given period, not necessarily all on same day. Entries can be made
with as many models as you have. Some national rules specify 50g minimum weight, do those flying P30s to
this loading find much performance difference to the 40g’s? Any need for a “K Factor” to even things up?

Flying period ... example, May 1st. to April 30th allows flyers in both hemispheres to fly in summer
conditions – but is a year too much to maintain interest? Suggestions ? Any flyers south of the Equator?
Scores, photos, anecdotes emailed to organiser (me!). Prizes ... just the accolade of fellow enthusiasts,
unless a sponsor appeared upon the scene.

Am seeking opinions and suggestions pertaining to above details; please email me by month end at
jjmoseley@look.ca

I have suggested that the period could be August 1st 2021 to February 1st 2022. That way those in the
Northern climes would have late Summer and Fall - into Winter, and those in Southern climes would have
late Winter and Spring - into Summer. Both would get about 2 months of flying weather, maybe more if
they were lucky. Those close to the equator probably don't care what time of year it is. What about multiple
entries with the same model? How about similar events for other models?

Even if you personally don't have an interest, would you pass this on to as many as you can, in as
many far flung parts of the world as you can. Let's see what interest there is - Jim's email address is
in the quoted section above. Even if this misses Jim's deadline I'm sure he would appreciate all the
input he gets.

Thermals Roy



From the Workbench - John Merrill

I’m still a bit amazed what can be done when
you are under Stay At Home Orders. I still
maintain I’m a very slow builder, but I’ve
finished up another plane. This one is an
older Gallows’ kit, the DHC-1 Chipmunk,
which took a couple of weeks to complete.
Most builders would have had it done in a
couple of evenings. I’m not positive, but I
think I may have picked it up at one of our
Annual Banquet raffles a few years ago or
so.

Unfortunately, I built it to match the picture on
the box, and with the all gray tissue I don’t
think it’s all that attractive. I had a lot of
problems with the included decals, but overall
it went together pretty easily with just a few
modifications. I had to look up the
registration that the decals depict, turns out
VT is the registration of India.

I’ve been informed this week that I return to
work in a few weeks, or at least pick up a few
more hours, so my building may get even
slower. In the meantime, I’ll work on figuring
out my next project.

So, what’s on your workbench?

From the Workbench - Roger Willis

Howdy Squadron... I just finished my MISS
WORLDS FAIR. It came out a bit heavy at
39g and will be powered by 4s X 1/8 X 30".
The graphics are in RAMOS font that Callie
designed for Fernando. CG flights to come at
my small park soon.... Many Maxes r







SAN DIEGO ORBITEERS
Howard L. Haupt / Editor
3860 Ecochee Avenue
San Diego, California 92117-4266

WHAT’S HAPPENING - FEBRUARY 2021

Local Events:
SDO will be flying Sunday February 21ST Perris CA, 8:00 am to Noon.

Coupe
Glider (Hand Launch, Catapult, Towline)
Power

2 minute max, Glider 90 seconds

See you at Perris CA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  February 21ST , 2021.


